This paper describes the design and the performance of the timing detector developed by the TOTEM Collaboration for the Roman Pots (RPs) to measure the Time-Of-Flight (TOF) of the protons produced in central diffractive interactions at the LHC. The measurement of the TOF of the protons allows the determination of the longitudinal position of the proton interaction vertex and its association with one of the vertices reconstructed by the CMS detectors. The TOF detector is based on single crystal Chemical Vapor Deposition (scCVD) diamond plates and is designed to measure the protons TOF with about 50 ps time precision. This upgrade to the TOTEM apparatus will be used in the LHC run 2 and will tag the central diffractive events up to an interaction pileup of about 1. A dedicated fast and low noise electronics for the signal amplification has been developed. The digitization of the diamond signal is performed by sampling the waveform. After introducing the physics studies that will most profit from the addition of these new detectors, we discuss in detail the optimization and the performance of the first TOF detector installed in the LHC in November 2015.
Conclusions 23 1 Introduction
The TOTEM experiment at CERN's Large Hadron Collider (LHC) was optimized for the measurement of the elastic pp scattering over a four-momentum transfer squared |t| ranging ultimately from ≤ 10 −3 GeV 2 to ∼ 10 GeV 2 and has measured the total pp cross-section in dedicated special-optics runs [1] [2] [3] [4] and studied the inelastic rate [2, 5] .
Diffractive scattering represents a unique tool for investigating the dynamics of strong interactions and proton structure. These events are dominated by soft processes which cannot be calculated with perturbative QCD. Various model calculations predict diffractive cross-sections that are markedly different at the LHC energies [6] [7] [8] . A special optics configuration of the accelerator (large β * ) permits to see all masses in central diffractive topologies.
A recently approved upgrade of the TOTEM detectors [9] will add the possibility to measure the arrival time of the leading protons in the Roman Pots (RP). Among many physics channels the upgraded system will provide an unprecedented sensitivity for low mass resonances (with particular emphasis on glueball candidates), exclusive Central Diffractive (CD) dijets, charmonium states and events with missing mass signatures [10] . Even at very low pileup, for inclusive CD events and in particular for events with missing momentum the association of the protons to the CMS vertex by using only the tracking variables is problematic. Here, as well as in all CD events measured at moderate pileup, the proton Time-Of-Flight (TOF) measurement becomes crucial. As an example, at µ =50% 1 , a five-fold enhancement of the inclusive CD purity can be obtained from the installation of the TOF detector in the RP, assuming a time precision of 50 ps [11] .
2 The TOTEM Apparatus
Overview
The TOTEM experiment [12] is composed of three sets of subdetectors placed symmetrically on both sides of the interaction point: the Roman Pot detectors identify leading protons whereas the T1 and T2 telescopes detect charged particles in the forward region from proton diffractive dissociation. T2 consists of Gas Electron Multipliers that detect charged particles with p T > 40 MeV/c at pseudo-rapidities of 5.3< |η| <6.5. The T1 telescope consists of Cathode Strip Chambers that measure charged particles with p T > 100 MeV/c at 3.1< |η| <4.7. T1 and T2 can be used to tag rapidity gaps in CD events (p + p → p + X + p). At present, to detect leading protons scattered at very small angles, silicon sensors are placed in movable beam-pipe insertions -so-called "Roman Pots" (RP), special sections of the LHC vacuum chamber that can be positioned very close to the circulating beam [13] . In order to maximize the experiment's acceptance for elastically scattered protons, the RP are able to approach the beam centre to a transverse distance as small as 1 mm or, equivalently, to a few σ beam (the transverse beam size).
Each RP station is composed of two units separated by a distance of about 5 m. A unit consists of 1 µ is defined as the average number of inelastic proton-proton interactions per bunch crossing.
three RPs, two approaching the outgoing beam vertically and one horizontally. The detectors in the horizontal pot complete the acceptance for diffractively scattered protons. All RPs are rigidly fixed within the unit, together with a Beam Position Monitor (BPM).
The Existing Roman Pot Tracking Detectors
Each RP is equipped with a stack of 10 silicon strip detectors designed with the specific objective of reducing to only a few tens of micrometers [14] the inefficient area at the detector edge closest to the beam. The 512 strips with 66 µm pitch of each detector are oriented at an angle of +45 • (five planes) and −45 • (five planes) with respect to the detector edge facing the beam. During the measurement the detectors in the horizontal RPs overlap with the ones in the vertical RPs, enabling a precise (10 µm) relative alignment of the detectors in the three RPs of a unit by correlating their positions via common particle tracks. These detectors are described in detail in [13] . To provide multi track separation capability TOTEM has added in 2014 in each arm one RP unit tilted in the vertical plane by 8 • .
TOF Measurement in TOTEM
In order to improve the experiment's capability to explore and measure new physics in CD processes TOTEM has proposed an upgrade program [9] which foresees adding timing capability to the proton detectors installed in the very forward region. Common CMS-TOTEM data taking is foreseen during the LHC Run 2, with a special LHC-optics configuration for which the proton acceptance is optimal (all ξ = ∆p/p for |t| > 0.04 GeV 2 ). The addition of proton Time-Of-Flight (TOF) detectors in the TOTEM forward proton arms allows to reconstruct the longitudinal interaction position and thus to associate this to the proton vertex reconstructed by the CMS tracker.
The CD interactions measured by TOTEM at √ s = 13 TeV are characterized by having two high energy protons (with momentum greater than 5 TeV/c) scattered at less than 100 µrad from the beam axis. The tracking of the protons is done by silicon strip detectors installed in the RPs. With the addition of protonTOF detectors, it will be possible to measure the difference of the arrival times, which is directly proportional to the longitudinal position of the vertex. In fact if t 1 , t 2 are the arrival times of the protons coming from a CD interaction in the two RP arms, the longitudinal vertex position given by z = c(t 1 − t 2 )/2.
During the programmed joint CMS-TOTEM data taking when the two experiments share a common trigger, the reconstruction of the proton vertex position allows, even in presence of event pileup, the association with one of the CD vertex reconstructed by CMS and therefore to completely reconstruct the event.
The timing detector will be installed in four TOTEM vertical Roman Pots (RP) located at ∼220 m on both sides of the interaction point 5 (IP5) of the LHC.
The Timing Detectors

Requirements and Design Principles
The physics program determines the specifications for the timing detector: in order to obtain a precision on the longitudinal interaction vertex (Z vertex = c∆t/2) of σ Z ∼1 cm, an overall time precision σ (∆t) ∼50 ps for the measurement of the proton track timing is required. The track distribution at the position of the timing detectors due to diffractive events and to overlapping background is not uniform and has been measured from RP tracking data, see Figure 1 . The average number of particles per bunch crossing in one of the RP is about 0.2 (including the beam background) at µ = 0.5 % [15] . The detector has to be segmented into pixels to minimize the occupancy 2 of each cell.
To guarantee uniform occupancy and a small number of cells in the detector a pattern with pixels of different sizes has been simulated [15] and optimized in order to minimize the inefficiency due to the simultaneous presence of two hits in the same cell. As the occupancy in this scenario is anyway very low, this selection hardly affects the efficiency. The optimized detector geometry with eight diamond plates obtained for a high-β * optics configuration at µ= 0.5 is shown in Figure 2 . The pixel size in the vertical direction y varies by almost a factor six from 0.7 mm to 4.2 mm.
At µ = 50%, the inefficiency introduced by the pileup is approximately 0.6%.
A reduced geometry has been adopted to build the prototype described here: it contains only four diamond plates and is shown in Figure 3 . The four diamond single-pixel plates that are not included would cover only an extra 10% of acceptance. One detector package contains four identical planes, each equipped with four plates of 4.5 × 4.5 mm 2 and 500 µm thick scCVD diamond metalized with a pattern of one, two or four pixels. If one can build a single sensor capable of measuring with a time precision of the order of 100 ps, then with time measurements from four detectors one reaches the required overall time precision of about 50 ps. With such a precision for the measurement of the proton track timing the longitudinal interaction vertex can be determined with an uncertainty of ∼1 cm.
After some preliminary measurements in a test beam with a diamond sensor assembled with electronics of preliminary design, we saw that scCVD diamond detectors with a custom-built amplifier would match all the requirements of the timing detector needed for the TOTEM upgrade.
With an appropriate metalization, one obtains a good contact to the face of the diamond sensor; it is fairly easy (fast and economic) then to implement a pattern with pixels of different sizes on a diamond crystal surface by means of a simple metalization. Due to the extremely high impedance of the diamond material, the difference in pixel size will barely affect the time response of the signal. Diamond sensors show also a better radiation hardness [16] and shorter charge collection times than other semiconductor sensors [17, 18] . Additional technical requirements were taken into account to design a detector system that could be implemented and properly function in the high radiation environment of the LHC tunnel. In the following sections we detail the studies performed to ensure that scCVD diamond detectors will be able to meet the timing precision required by the physics program.
The TOF system main blocks which will be described in detail in the following sections is shown in Figure 4 .
The Diamond Sensors
The use of detector grade scCVD diamond for use in particle detectors has been proposed in the past and extensively studied [18] . It is an ideal material for detecting particles due to its high electron and hole mobility and >99% charge collection efficiency.
These detectors are now widely used in many specific applications and experiments, albeit still on a small scale. The availability on the market of detector grade scCVD diamond detectors of different sizes and thicknesses has greatly improved in recent years. Several companies 3 offer custom sizes and thicknesses with reasonable delivery time. 
Diamond Crystal Characterization
Electrodes on both sides are needed to collect the charges and read out the electric signal. Thin metal layers on both the top and bottom surface of the crystal generate the proper field and allow for connection to the amplifier. However, making a good ohmic electrical contact with the crystal structure is a delicate process. Metalization of the pixels on the surface of the diamond in some instances led to poor collection of charge or to a particle-rate dependent reduction of the charge collection [18] . The occurrence of 'charging' and 'radiation' damage of the diamond sensors has also been studied in high fluence High Energy Physics experiments, see for example [19] .
The metalization area for the TOTEM plates covers 4.2 × 4.2 mm 2 leaving a non-metalized border region of 150 µm in order to avoid enhancement of surface leakage currents and discharges through the diamond edge. The metalization mask is aligned with better than 100µm precision on the diamond plate. When more than one pixel is present on one plate, the non metalized separation between pixels is 100µm. The diamond plates (four are needed per hybrid) are glued on the hybrid PCB in contact to each other and one may consider their maximum distance to be less than 50µm.
Often the metalization processes are company specific and confidential. We have tested and compared different metalization techniques for the diamond sensors as suggested and provided by: After a preliminary optical inspection with the microscope to check for small defects and missing or non-uniform metalization, the TOTEM high purity <100> orientation scCVD diamond plates have been checked for leakage current and stable signal current.
Each diamond plate is characterized in a specifically built IV setup. The current is measured for both polarities while increasing the HV to 1 kV in steps of 10 V and then the time stability of the current is checked during a period of the order of one hour. The leakage current versus voltage (IV curve) for one diamond and for both polarities are shown in Figure 5 ; t1, t2, t3 and t4 in the Figure identify the order in time of the measurements of the four curves.
More than 80 % of the TOTEM scCVD diamond metalized plates reached 1 kV with a leakage current of less than 1 nA; the ones with larger leakage current were discarded. The signal stability in time, an indicator of the metalization quality, was measured using a 90 Sr β radioactive source of approximately 36 MBq activity. Tests of detectors with different metalization techniques and providers in identical conditions show similar performance in terms of charge collection and efficiency both with radioactive sources and with minimum ionizing particles see also section 4.1. Figure 6 shows the time stability of the signal current of two diamond detectors under irradiation from a radioactive β -source; the rate during these tests was approximately 10 kHz per pixel. The red curve shows the current measurement with the radioactive source removed at ∼ 2000 s and restored at ∼ 2800 s. Fig. 6 : Stability of the signal currents over time for two different metalized crystals biased at 1kV when exposed to a 90 Sr radioactive β -source, which indicates the quality of both the metalization and the crystal itself.
Electronics
Diamond sensors have the advantage of higher radiation hardness, lower noise and a faster charge collection than silicon sensors, however for equal thickness the amount of charge released by a Minimum Ionizing Particle (MIP) in the diamond is lower than for silicon or germanium: only 2.9 fC are released by a MIP in a 500 µm diamond plate and a low noise amplifier is needed to keep the S/N ratio large enough.
The front end electronics design must be a compromise between speed and low noise.
Considering that the diamond resistivity is very high, the main source of noise will come from the first stage of the amplifier. For optimal energy transfer from the source to the input of the amplifier the impedances must match. That implies a high input impedance for the first stage of the amplifier, which is not the optimal choice from the Electromagnetic Compatibility (EMC) point of view.
The Amplifier
The amplification chain designed for TOTEM consists of a transconductance preamplifier followed by a single stage voltage amplifier (ABA) and by a booster which also shapes the analogue voltage output signal. The three parts of the amplification chain are shown in the Figures 7, 8 and 9 . This design has been adapted from the HADES Collaboration [20, 21] amplifier. A good description for the diamond signal for the typical bias value used here is a triangular current pulse with a maximum amplitude of ∼ 1 µA, a rising edge of ∼ 2 ps and a falling edge of ∼ 5 ns. The preamplifier, a SiGe BJT with low-capacitance feedback in a common emitter configuration, see Figure 7 , should be as close as possible to the sensor, at most 1 cm away. The total input capacitance is given by the diamond capacitance (0.2 to 2 pF depending on the pixel size), by the connection of the diamond to the transistor base (approximately 0.2 pF when using 25 µm diameter wires) and by the parasitic capacitance of the transistor (about 0.4 pF). The input impedance for this configuration is a few kΩ while the capacitance seen by the signal source is low, which guarantees a high signal to noise ratio (S/N). The choice of the feedback and collector resistances of the preamplifier has been optimized by TOTEM in order to keep the time precision around 100 ps also for the electrodes with the largest capacitance (∼2pF). The preamplifier has a maximum current gain of 45 dB at low frequency and of 93 dB at 200 MHz.
The signal from the first stage is fed to the second stage (Figure 8 ) built around a broadband amplifier, the Avago ABA-53563 chip .
The optimization of the bias network of the ABA-53563 amplifier was performed in order to obtain an undistorted phase and gain response. This circuit has an almost flat power gain over the frequency range of interest and a noise degradation factor of 3.5 dB. The amplifier is suitably matched on input and output to 50 Ω and is unconditionally stable. The main advantage of the ABA amplifier chip is a constant group delay which means a low shape distortion of the input signal.
An attenuator is inserted between this amplification stage and the booster stage to prevent saturation for the largest signals and to ensure a better matching of the two stages; the attenuator between the amplifier and the booster was set to 10 dB after tests for optimum performance. The schematic of the booster stage of the amplifier of the TOTEM timing detector is reproduced in Figure 9 . Table 1 summarizes the main parameters of the electronics. 
The Hybrid
The hybrid board to accommodate both the electronics and the detectors is a four-layer board of Rogers RO4350B and RO4450F 7 low-loss materials ideal for RF applications and also a very good insulator for the HV bias of at least 700 V required by the diamonds. The detectors are positioned and aligned with a precision better than 0.1 mm on this board and glued with silverfilled, electrically conductive epoxy adhesive 8 . The picture of a timing detector plane designed for twelve channels hybrid and four diamond plates per hybrid is shown in Figure 10 , where the three hybrid amplification stages are indicated; the High Voltage (HV) pad onto which the diamonds are glued is easily identified. 
Mechanical Challenges
The detector packages (four hybrids) are in a vacuum of about 40 mbar that is required to minimize the deformation of the thin window of the RP that separates the detectors from the LHC circulating beam. The vacuum acts also as a heat insulator, and a heat exchanger is necessary to cool the detector and the RP itself.
The analog signals are sent from the hybrid inside the RP vacuum to the digitizer placed outside of the RP vacuum vessel at a distance of 2 m. Special care has been taken to to minimize the reflections of the signal with a special flange equipped with 50 Ω SMP coaxial vacuum feed-through 9 . Vacuum also imposes special care in routing the HV to the detectors as will be described later in section 5.1.
The four hybrids in one detector package are kept at a distance of 1 cm from each other in a precision mechanical support that integrates also the cooling system. The support ensures the precise positioning of the edge of the sensor with respect to the 200 µm thick 'thin RP window': the presence of the thin window and the precise positioning of the detector near it are features of high importance for the physics measurement. Before the installation in the RP, the position of the edge of the diamond mounted closest to the RP thin window, hence to the circulating beam, is measured with a laser with a precision of 10 µm. The alignment of the board on the support is then tuned to leave a safety margin of 150 µm between the detector and the thin window.
Digitization: the SAMPIC Chip
The precise measurement of the particle crossing time is obtained by digitizing the analog signals with a SAMpler for PICosecond time (SAMPIC) chip that gives a fast response similar to the one of a state-of-the-art TDC and the versatility of a waveform digitizer to perform accurate timing measurements. The input bandwidth is 1.5 GHz, the ADC precision is 11 bits and the unit may operate with a sampling frequency up to 10 GSa/s.
The SAMPIC chip has been designed by a collaboration between CEA/IRFU/SEDI, Saclay and CNRS/LAL/SERDI, Orsay [22, 23] and named 'Waveform and Time to Digital Converter' (WTDC) multichannel chip. Each channel associates a Delay Line Loop-based (DLL) TDC providing a raw time with an ultrafast analog memory allowing the extraction of precise timing and other parameters from the pulse. Each channel also integrates a discriminator that can trigger itself independently or participate in a more complex trigger [24] . After triggering, the analog voltages are digitized by an on-chip ADC and only the data corresponding to a region of interest are transferred serially to the DAQ. The association of the raw and fine timings permits to achieve a timing precision of a few ps RMS.
Each channel is sampled through a 64 cell Delay Locked Loop (DLL) based memory. When the acquisition is triggered, the sampling is stopped and the sampled values are digitized using a Wilkinson ADC. The calibration procedure of the SAMPIC ADC is automatically done by the control software sending to each input a ramp of known voltages, provided by accessory electronics on the mezzanine, and measuring the digitized value. A polynomial curve is used to compensate for non-linearities. The small variation of the internal length of the delay lines can be calibrated with an externally generated sine wave and by measuring the deformation of the digitized signal; a future version of the mezzanine will integrate a signal generator to automate this second calibration.
The time information is computed off-line from the digitized pulse using smart algorithms like constant fraction discrimination and fast cross-correlation.
A specifically designed TOTEM motherboard for synchronization of the acquired data with the TOTEM trigger and DAQ system is equipped with a mezzanine board with a SAMPIC chip mounted on it.
Clock Distribution and DAQ Board
To measure precisely on each side of the interaction point the arrival times of the protons and their difference, it is necessary to send a common picosecond range precision time reference signal to the detectors.
The TOTEM clock distribution design is adapted from the "Universal Picosecond Timing System", developed for FAIR at GSI [25] . The TOTEM clock distribution system, based on an optical network, uses dense wavelength division multiplex (DWDM) technique to transmit two reference clock signals from the counting room to a grid of receivers near the detectors. The variation in the delay in the propagation of the signal is constantly measured in the central system by monitoring a signal reflected back from each station; this allows to control all the transmission systematic effects and keep the jitter below 5 ps. A full prototype of the clock distribution system has been assembled and is under final tests.
The information from the TOF detectors are collected by a dedicated board, built around the radiation tolerant Microsemi Soc FPGA M2S150-FCG1152 10 . The board receives the TOF signals digitized by the SAMPIC, builds the event data frame and sends them to the existing DAQ [13] .
The board also controls the SAMPIC and as an example, sets the thresholds of the channels. The expected rate of timing detector hits in the vertical RPs is expected to be < 100 kHz per plane, which can be handled by the SAMPIC digitizer.
Tests and Detector Performance.
In the process of designing the timing detectors, extensive tests have been performed with particle beams, initially to characterize the diamond sensors and to define the best design for the front end electronics and then to perform the check of the fully assembled prototype before its installation in the LHC.
Efficiency of the Segmented Diamond Detector.
Efficiency measurements of a diamond sensor with four pixels (strips) have been performed with a prototype board on a mixed pion and electron beam at DESY where a tracking telescope was available. To measure the efficiency the tracks have been reconstructed with the DATURA tracking telescope 11 composed of six silicon pixel detection planes. Figure 11 shows the Device Under Test (DUT) between two sets of three MIMOSA-26 12 silicon pixel detectors. These CMOS pixel sensors are 50 µm thick with an active area of 21.2 × 10.6 mm 2 subdivided into 1152 columns of 576 pixels each, i.e. a segmentation with a pitch of ∼ 18.4 µm, and a final precision of ∼ 5 µm for each plane. The off-line algorithm determines the impact point of the particle in the diamond detector reconstructing the track independently in each arm of the telescope thus allowing to consider the effect of possible multiple scattering in the DUT. This feature is particularly useful when working with electrons.
The measurements were performed with three hybrid boards, two equipped with single pixel diamonds and one with a segmented diamond. The four pixel sensor was installed between the two arms of the tracking telescope while the single pixel ones were placed downstream of the tracker. The sensors have been described in detail in section 3.3. The two single pixel sensors were provided by CIVIDEC 13 and Element6. The detectors tested had been metalized by CIVIDEC and by PRISM, the Princeton University laboratory. The diamond plates with four pixels foreseen for the vertical upgrade were metalized by the GSI, Darmstadt, Germany.
The efficiency is measured by comparing the position of a reconstructed track with the presence of a signal in one pixel. Given the high precision provided by the tracker, it was also possible to perform a two-dimensional scan of the diamond.
A uniform efficiency above 98% has been measured over a diamond detector, see Figure 12 .
The measurements of efficiency in the inter-pixel area are shown in Figure 13 for the projection of the efficiency on the y axis. Getting closer to the thin inter-pixel area (0.1 mm wide) 14 , the efficiency diminishes slowly while it starts increasing for the adjacent pixel due to charge sharing. It is worth noting that the efficiency of one pixel remains always higher than 80% in the inter-pixel 11 DESY Advanced Telescope Using Readout Acceleration built as part of the EUDET\AIDA project. 12 https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/MimosaTelescope/WebHome 13 CIVIDEC Instrumentation GmbH, Schottengasse 3A/1/41, A -1010 Vienna, Austria. 14 the geometrical region where the metalization is missing. area.
In the inter-pixel area we have therefore two pixels that are able to detect the particle, and the overall combined efficiency becomes ∼96%. Still, for the particles traversing the lower efficiency area, one expects a worse time precision, since the amount of charge collected from the pixel electrode is lower. With a tracker detector associated to the timing detector, corrections based on the collected charge from both pixels can still be performed to reach the nominal precision. Figure 14 shows, superimposed and appropriately rescaled for comparison, the S/N for the pixel with the smallest and largest capacitance. The Signal to Noise ratio (S/N) obtained in these tests ranges between 20 and 35 with a small dependence on the pixel capacitance; the rise time of the pulse is about 1.7 ns.
Time Precision
Time precision measurements with two diamond boards equipped with the final electronics were performed first in a test beam of 5.6 GeV electrons at DESY, and repeated later in a 180 GeV π + beam at the CERN SPS. The two tests gave consistent results.
During these measurements performed at atmospheric pressure, the diamonds were biased at 700V. The data acquisition was performed with an Agilent DSO9254A oscilloscope (8 bits, 20 GSa/s), and the waveforms were then analyzed off-line using different algorithms. The time precision of a single detector is evaluated from the difference of the arrival time of a Minimum Ionizing Particle (MIP) traversing two diamond planes. No external time reference was used, only signals from two hybrids, with all the channels equipped with the final electronics. The time precision of the different pixels covers an interval between 80 < σ t < 108 ps and correlates with the pixel capacitance that ranges between 0.29 < C < 2 pF. Figure 15 shows the time precision as a function of the pixel capacitance; these results are summarized in Table 2 . Pixels from different diamond sensors with the same capacitance show, within 5 ps, a similar time precision . Figure 16 shows the time difference distribution measured with the small pixel and the large pixel sensor.
The charge collection time, hence the peak current, depends on the drift velocity of the charge carriers. We observe that, due to non-saturation of the carriers' drift velocity in diamonds [17, 18] , the time precision improves with increasing HV: tests have been repeated for different biasing voltages up to 700 V or fields up to 1.4 V /µm. Above this value, the leakage current of some diamond sensors increased and the overall time precision did not improve further.
The measurements reported in Figure 15 demonstrate that the ∼ 100 ps design precision needed for the project had been reached. Measurements performed in similar conditions on a particle beam at CERN show that the time precision obtained using the SAMPIC digitizer is compatible within less than 5 ps with the one obtained with the high bandwidth oscilloscope.
Detector Package Integration and Installation
The detector package is assembled from four hybrids mounted and aligned on the same mechanical structure. The system must be able to work properly in the very specific environment of the TOTEM RP in the LHC. We describe now some technical system issues that imposed additional requirement on the detector.
The HV distribution
To measure protons very close to the LHC beam axis, detectors must be installed in RPs, which are under moderate vacuum. Therefore special attention was dedicated to the design of the HV distribution for the diamond crystals.
Systematic tests of final prototype hybrids under various vacuum conditions and for above-nominal operating HV values were performed to test the quality of the system under HV and vacuum. When the onset of a discharge was seen from the current drawn by the HV power supply, a visual check allowed to identify the location where most likely the discharge had taken place. To reduce the probability of HV discharges under the moderate vacuum operation conditions, a specific layer of the hybrid board (the 5 th layer) was solely dedicated to the routing of the HV distribution and the blocking capacitors have been positioned in regions free of other components. The hybrid board, before adding the diamonds was tested to reach at least 1200 V without discharges. Once the diamonds were properly positioned, at 400 V one started to observe lateral discharges between the two faces of the diamond sensors. This problem was solved as detailed in section 5.2.
The pixels are connected to the input of the amplifier, approximately 1 cm away, with an aluminum bonding wire of 150 µm diameter, which is thicker than the usual 25 µm diameter. Tests have also been performed to ensure that the small increase of capacitance and inductance due to a larger than usual wire diameter does not degrade the time precision of the detector.
The Coating
On the hybrid board, the edges of each diamond sensor and all the components carrying HV near them have been specifically protected by adding a protective high volume resistivity Silicone coating compound 15 . This operation had to be performed after the bonding and was studied in collaboration with the company Mipot 16 that has then treated all our boards.
Final tests have been performed on all the eight boards treated with this feature and have shown that one could safely bring the HV to 700 V at the required operating pressure of about 40 mbar.
Vacuum Operation and Cooling
The necessity to encase the detector package in a closed metallic container (the vacuum vessel) is a source of unwanted noise and feedback between the hybrids. Measurements with a fully equipped detector package have shown a very large level of interference between the boards that induced easily unwanted oscillations. To damp any possibility of undesired radiative interference, the vacuum vessel is lined with 2 mm EMI suppressor shielding from KEMET 17 .
To operate the electronics in the vacuum vessel all the dissipated power must be removed by an efficient and stable cooling system. In fact, the amplifier was designed for operation at room temperature. The system must evacuate the power dissipated by the electronics and the heating of the RP vacuum pipe due to the beam RF pick up which increases at high luminosity. The RP are equipped with an evaporative cooling system as already used for the silicon TOTEM strip detectors. It has been set to keep the temperature stable at 25 • C.
Commissioning and Operation in the LHC Tunnel
The assembled system, installed in a Roman Pot container and cooled as if it were in the tunnel, was commissioned and checked on a particle test beam on the surface prior to the installation in the LHC tunnel in the November 2015 technical stop, see Figure 17 . The timing detector was operated for 48 hours during an LHC pp run at √ s = 5 TeV: the RPs were retracted in the 'garage' position, and the observed signal rate was ∼10-100 Hz/pixel.
In the LHC, with the diamonds operated at an HV of 500 V and with the digitization performed by a SAMPIC unit, the time precision obtained for the small capacitance pixels was ∼90 ps, see Figure 18 . This is compatible with the 80 ps obtained in previous tests with a higher HV value.
The noise of the electronic board at T = 25 • C was 15-28 mV RMS, compatible with the one previously measured.
Conclusions
The design of the TOTEM TOF diamond detectors for the upgrade of the vertical RPs has been described. The sensors have been characterized in several test beams and have shown a time precision better than 100 ps per plane for MIPs, and for electrode capacitance less than 1 pF. The detection efficiency is larger than 98% in the metalized region. The digitization of the signal, made with the SAMPIC chip introduces a measured negligible deterioration of the time precision. The first TOF The TOTEM Collaboration (G. Antchev et al.) prototype with four diamond planes read out by SAMPIC has been installed in the LHC at the beginning of November 2015. A time precision of about 90 ps per plane has been found, compatible with the project specification. The clock distribution system, designed to guarantee a jitter control to better than 1 ps precision, has been assembled in the laboratory.
Later, in June 2016, two modules of four diamond planes have been installed in the LHC and are now operated at the highest LHC luminosity obtained so far (1.4 × 10 34 cm −2 s −1 ) as part of the CT-PPS project [26] . 
